
January 28, 2022

The Honorable Gavin Newsom

Governor of California

1021 O Street, Suite 9000

Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Governor Newsom,

We watched your presentation of the “California Blueprint” earlier this month anticipating

more of California’s characteristic clearheaded, decisive policy action on climate change

and were not disappointed. California continues to lead the nation, and frankly the world,

on policy and investment related to climate change and ensuring a sustainable future for the

planet. As global citizens, we sincerely thank you for your commitment to addressing this

most critical issue facing humanity.

Our company has close alignment with California on the climate issue, as we were founded

with the mission of democratizing access to clean energy solutions, and helping more

businesses save money and reduce their carbon footprint by going solar. For this reason,

we wish to express our great concern about the Net Energy Metering (NEM) proposal

currently under review by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and agree

wholeheartedly with your assessment that more work must be done before advancing a

final solution.

We believe that the current NEM 3.0 proposal highly favors the interests of the utilities at

the expense of Californian energy consumers and that the proposal must be modified to

avoid disincentivizing solar and energy storage adoption in the state. Electricity generation

is the greatest contributor to greenhouse gas emissions globally, and in order for us to meet

crucial decarbonization goals, all segments of the renewable energy market, including solar,

must thrive. It is no secret that net metering policies encourage solar penetration rates

across the country and that states with the highest rates of solar adoption have among the

strongest net metering policies in place. In order for California to maintain its leadership in

solar adoption, as well as the fight against climate change more broadly, it must maintain a

net metering program that incentivizes a flourishing solar market.

Beyond the clear climate impacts of adopting NEM 3.0 in its current form, we also predict

negative economic impacts for the state and people of California. Lower solar adoption

means fewer clean energy jobs and higher utility rates mean an opportunity cost for

businesses and families to invest in their futures. As an example, our company will have to

rethink our plans to open an office and fill ten employee positions in the state due to

reduced demand for solar installations.

We are asking for your leadership on this issue, to help address some of the criticisms of

the current net metering framework in a way that does not jeopardize California’s position

as being at the forefront of the global green energy transition. Regarding the concern about

unequal access to solar specifically, we believe this can be mitigated by accelerating or
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restructuring California’s community solar regulations in a similar way to Colorado,

Minnesota, New York, Massachusetts or other states. Community solar enables both

homeowners as well as renters to go solar without taking on a large loan obligation or

onerous PPA contracts.

We firmly believe that net metering policy can and should simultaneously encourage solar

and storage adoption, support long term grid stability and address any inequities between

energy consumers with and without access to solar. As written, we do not see the current

proposal accomplishing the aforementioned goals and believe it will likely interfere with at

least one or two of them.

Last year while announcing the state’s unprecedented investment in climate, you said

California had a “responsibility to get things done”. We could not agree more. With respect

to NEM 3.0, this responsibility is to find a solution that ensures California’s continued

leadership in creating a clean energy future for our planet, and we are confident that you

will fulfill it.

Sincerely,

Sumbul Alvi, VP & Chief Technology Officer

Mike D’Andrade, VP & Chief Risk Officer

Duncan Hinkle, VP, Business Development

Scott Muckleroy, VP, Finance

Susan Tanski, VP, Strategy

CC:    Alice Reynolds, California Public Utilities Commission
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